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Abstract. Pedestrian detection on urban video sequences challenges
classification systems because of the presence of cluttered backgrounds
which drop their performances. This article proposes a Multi-Objective
Optimization (MOO) technique reducing this limitation. It trains a pool
of cascades of boosted classifiers using different positive datasets. A
Pareto Front is obtained from the locally non-dominated operational
points of the Receptive Objective Curve (ROC) of those classifiers. Using
information about the dynamic of the scene, different pairs of operational
points from the Pareto Front are employed to improve the performance of
the system. Results on a real sequences outperform traditional detector
systems.
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1 Introduction

The behavior of object detection systems using image processing is controlled by
fixing constrains or establishing performance criterias. Two numerical variables
which can define this behavior are: Correct Detections (CD) and False Alarms
(FA). CD computes objects successfully identified on the image, while FA are
the erroneous outputs of the detector.

In some applications the CD ratio would be very important to identify an
object or situation. For example, a buried land mines system detector should
be very sensible to CD and would validate a position if there exists a slight
doubt. Considering that a non detected land mine can take away a human life,
a great number of FA is not relevant. On the other hand, an herbicide system
using vision which has high FA ratio imply an economic waste when it fumigates
unnecessarily the farmland. Minimizing the number of FA implies that not all
the weeds would be eliminated. Even though, a low quantity of weed does not
represent a danger for the crop. Thus, finding a balance between CD and FA will
define the behavior of the system which is closely related with the application.

This article addresses a people detector using the Movement Feature Space
(MFS) [8,9] on video sequences captured at a street corner, as show fig. 1(a).
These kind of outdoors images with non controlled environments have numerous
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(a) Street Sequence
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(b) Pedestrian 1
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(c) Pedestrian 2

Fig. 1. Fig. (a) shows a capture of the street sequence. Figs. (b) and (c) represent non
detected pedestrians and the features obtained from the MFS.

factors harming the performance of state of the art pedestrians detectors [4,5].
This is mainly due to: other moving objects on the scene, abrupt changes of the
illumination, and a cluttered background.

Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show two examples of non detected pedestrians using
MFS classifier. Second column represents the orientations matrix Ot of the MFS,
and the third column shows the Histograms of Level Lines (HO2L) computed
inside each patch of the grid (see [7,8] for details).

The HO2L features of the background without the Pedestrian 1 on fig. 1(b)
are mostly composed of level lines with horizontal orientation: bin = 4. When
the person is in front of the vehicle, their presence changes the histograms, but
there is a high predominance of the horizontal orientation. It can be consid-
ered that their features are absorbed by the background features. Then, they
are hardly noticeable by the classifier which would not detect the pedestrian.
Pedestrian 2, fig. 1(c), shows a cluttered background generated by the shadows
of the trees, producing moving level lines on the MFS until they became part of
the background model. During this period, pedestrians walking in front of this
background are not detected. The immersion effect is similar to the example 1,
but less noticeable.

It can be stated that the problem is related with the presence of horizontal
features. Actually, a person hardly generates this kind of features [5]. There-
fore, on the training stage of a pedestrian classifier, this orientation becomes a
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discriminant factor that easily eliminates FA. However, when a person is sub-
merged on this type of background, it is not detected. To minimize this limita-
tion, a classifier can be trained using a greater number of persons with cluttered
backgrounds. But this will result in an exponential increase in the number of the
FA: the horizontal level lines are not as discriminating as before. The problem
has opposed objectives, and is necessary to seek for a different kind of solution.

This article proposes a technique of Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO)
to minimize the effect of the horizontal features on the pedestrian detectors at
the street corner. The methodology consists to train a pool of classifiers using
different datasets. Their performances projected on Receiver Operating Char-
acteristics (ROC) curves will define a Pareto Front with the operational points
locally optimums [3]. Recent works of the literature apply MOO to compare
performance of different algorithms [2], or obtain pools of classifiers [3,6,10,11]
to choose the better combination of the training hyperparameters or features.
This article, on the other hand, trains a pool of classifiers using different positive
datasets to optimize the behavior of the overall detection system.

The following sections details the methodology for the training and the way
the pool of classifiers in obtained. Results of the detection system are presented
on section 3, finishing with the conclusions of the work 4.

2 Methodology

2.1 ROC Front Construction

Pareto optimization gives a framework where solutions of the problem coexist
with opposed objectives. This pool of solutions Ψ are the different classifiers
trained by our system. The vector solution x = [x1, ..., xn]T ∈ �n is composed
of all the decision variables xi. The l objective functions are defined as fi(x), i =
1, ..., l. Then, the solution xi domminates solution x2 (x1 ≤ x2), if and only if
x1 is better than x2 on one objective and is not worst on the others [11]:

∀i : fi(x1) ≤ fi(x2) ∧ ∃j : fj(x1) < fj(x2) (1)

Using this dominance concept, the purpose of the MOO algorithm consists
to find the set of all dominant solutions applying the objective functions to the
system. This set is denominated Pareto Front.

This work relates the objective functions fj(x1) to the ratio CD/FA obtained
from the ROC curve [3]. The ROC curve is generally employed to choose an
operational point for a classifier [1]. To obtain the ROC for a two class problem,
a classifier is applied on a dataset composed of positives and negatives samples
using different validation thresholds. The use of each threshold would result on
a CD and FA point which is employed to construct the ROC curve. This curve
evaluates the sensibility and specificity of the classifier.

Fig. 2(b) represents and example of two ROC curves belonging to different
classifiers. The objective functions f look for CD maximization and FA mini-
mization points. Curve ROC1 locally dominates ROC2 for high values of CD,
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Fig. 2. Figure shows: (a) ROC curve for a Cascade of Boosted Classifiers and their
operational points qi, (b) Pareto Front using two ROC curves.

while ROC2 dominates ROC1 for low values of CD. The selection of locally
dominant operational points defines the Pareto Front, which is draw on fig. 2(a)
as the exterior bounding curve.

2.2 Classifiers Training

Cascade of Boosted Classifiers. This section details the methodology to
combine the training of the Cascade of Boosted Classifiers, and the Multi-
Objective Optimization technique. The training of a Cascade of Boosted Clas-
sifiers C requires a dataset P composed of positive samples of the class (pedes-
trians in this case), and a negative dataset N composed of non-class samples. It
is also necessary to define some training parameters as: the maximum number
of stages E in C, the minimum percentage of correct detections dmin and the
maximum percentage of false alarms fmax allowed at each stage [12].

The resulting Cascade C = {C1, C2, ..., Cn} is a set of n boosted classifiers
Ci of growing complexity. Those Ci are applied sequentially on an test image to
detect the positive class. The behavior of C is strongly related by the choose of
all the training parameters and the datasets: {P,N,E, dmin, fmax}.

The ROC curve of C is computed employing the methodology proposed by
Viola & Jones [12], considering the individual thresholds Ti of each stage Ci

obtained on the training. The ROC curve is composed of the concatenation of
the ROC segments calculated for each stage of the cascade. A segment j of the
curve, corresponding to the Cj classifier of C, results by applying a validation
threshold to the dataset from −∞ to the Tj value. Fig. 2(a) draws an example
where qn denotes the operational point of the last classifier Cn using Tn as value
for their threshold, qn−1 corresponding to the Cn−1 classifier, and so on.

Iterative Selection of P . The behavior of C will be strongly related by the
positive samples populating the training set P . If the dataset P is highly homo-
geneous, through the training of C the positive samples projected on the clas-
sification space are easily grouped on kernels. Dissimilar samples of the mean
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Algorithm 1. Multi-Objective Training
Require: P positive dataset, N negative dataset, and {E, dmin, fmax}
Ensure: Pool of Multi-Objective Cascades CMOO

1: k ← 1
2: Pk ← P , p ← # positives in P
3: while k ≤ N do
4: Ck ← TrainCascade(Pk, N,E, dmin, fmax)
5: n ← # of stages in (Ck)
6: s, idx ← ComputeOutputScores(Ck, Pk)
7: oidx ← SortIndexIncreassingOrder(s, idx)
8: Update p: p ← ((dmin)

n · p)
9: Create Pnew as the first p elements of Pk sorted by oidx
10: Save Ck in CMOO

11: k ← k + 1
12: Pk = Pnew

13: return CMOO

class, called outliers, which are projected far away from those kernels, can be
considered as negatives. The result of this kind of classifiers is a not so high ratio
of CD, but a very low ratio of FA. Curve ROC2 in fig. 2(b) designs this kind
of behavior. When P is heterogeneous, Adaboost has a hard work grouping the
positive samples on the classification space, generating largest boundaries. This
results on a highest ratio of CD and, at the same time, an increase of the FA.
Curve ROC1 in fig. 2(b) illustrate this behavior compared to ROC2.

Algorithm 1 trains a pool of N Cascades of Boosted Classifiers: CMOO =
{C1, ...,CN }. Function TrainCascade() on line 4 follows the guidelines of [12]
to train all Ci. It uses as input argument positive datasets Pk with growing
heterogeneity as i goes from 1 to N . Therefore, CN will have wider boundaries
on the classification space than C1. It can be done by removing from Pk the
positive samples placed at the center of the kernels on the classification space
by Ck. Functions ComputeOutputScores() and SortIndexIncreassingOrder()
obtain and sort the scores of all the samples in Pk using Ck, placing the highest
scores at the end of the list oidx. Variable p, which represents the number of
positive samples, is decreased on line 8 by a factor or dnmin (dmin < 1). Then,
Pnew dataset is created by the first p samples of list oidx, and will be the next
positive dataset to train Ck+1.

3 Experiments and Results

Training and Test Datasets. The positive dataset P employed on the training
procedure is composed of rectangular images containing a person from video
sequences captured at a street corner, as shown fig. 1(a). 6,726 positive samples
were obtained by flipping the patches on the vertical axis.

The negative set used to train the classifiers is the PASCALVOC 2012 dataset
composed of 7,166 images without persons. The INRIA person negative set
(1,570 images) is also employed but for the construction of the ROC curves
and the definition of the Pareto Front.

The pedestrian detection systems are tested on the GSDatasets, which con-
sist of view of a street corner capturing pedestrians while crossing the street.
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Fig. 3. The figure shows ROC curves from C1 and C5, and the operational points qi,1
for cascade C1 and qi,5 for cascade C5.

The datasets are public and available at http://pablonegri.free.fr/Downloads/
GSdataset-PANKit.htm. They consist on two sequences of two minutes where
each pedestrian on the sight has its bounding box and a unique label. This sets
can be employed to test detection and tracking systems on outdoors sequences.
In sequence GS06, there are five persons crossing the street, generating 1,157
position to detect for the classifier. Sequence GS54 has 3,644 positive positions
generated by 16 persons which cross the street. The remaining pedestrians of
both sequences are not evaluated by the detection system.

The training was performed using a 3 fold-cross validation technique. The
total positive base P is divided randomly in three datasets {P1,P2,P3}. Each
training of CMOO employs two of those sets to construct the positive dataset
P . The remaining set, it can be denominated as V , is employed to compute the
ROC curve in order to characterize the behavior of CMOO.

For each CMOO were trained N = 5 Ci following algorithm 1. This value of N
was chosen based on the number of positive samples that were discarded at each
iteration. It depends on variable dmin that is equals to 0.995 in our experiments.
For N = 5, the remaining number of positive samples is enough to train the last
cascade C5: the number of positives training C1 is 4,484, and 3,253 for C5. The
variable fmax has a value of 0.4.

A modification to the TrainCascade() function of alg. 1 was introduced to
train C. The regular version uses the same positive dataset on the Adaboost
algorithm for training and validating the strong classifier. This set changes at
each stage of the Cascade training. On the modified version fix, the positive
dataset is split on two sets for the training and the validation. The validation
set is the same (is ’fixed’) during all the training of C.

The architecture of regular C1 has 12 stages Ci, while the fixed Cfx
1 has 20

stages. The stage number of both versions of the Cascades increase within the
training of the pool, because the heterogeneity of the positive datasets.

Figure 3 draws ROC curves obtained from a set CMOO using dataset V (2,242
positive samples) and 100,000 negative patches from INRIA negative person set.

http://pablonegri.free.fr/Downloads/GSdataset-PANKit.htm
http://pablonegri.free.fr/Downloads/GSdataset-PANKit.htm
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This figure shows the ROC of C1 and C5. Pareto Front can be estimated choos-
ing the operational points of one ROC which locally dominates the operational
points of the other ROC, maximizing the DC and minimizing FA.

Implementation of the MOO System. This section proposes a methodology
to select the Pareto Optimal Solution depending on the dynamic of the scene.

From fig. 3 the Pareto Front will be composed of the non-dominanted oper-
ational points from both classifiers C1 and C5. When the dynamic of the scene
changes, it is possible to chose another operational point of the same Ci or
change for the other classifier.

To simplify the operation, two operational points of the Pareto Front are
applied depending on the state of the traffic light. Because the objective is to
increase the detection of pedestrians walking in front of the stopped vehicles the
classifier should have wide boundaries on the classification space, and high CD
rate. However, the continual use of this operational point on the Pareto Front,
which also has high FA rate, will droops the performance of the detection system.
When pedestrians stop crossing the street because the vehicles are circulating,
the Pareto Solution can change for another operational point which belong to a
classifier with narrow boundaries on the classification space. As the dynamic of
the vehicles is governed by their traffic light, the change of the operational point
on the Pareto Front will also be determined by their states:
- Green Traffic Light: operational point qgreen → C1{qn,1} to minimize FA.
- Red Traffic Light: operational point qred → C5{qn,5} or C5{qn−1,5},
or C5{qn−2,5}, to maximize DC.

The performance is evaluated using: CD as the number of pedestrians cor-
rectly detected, the Miss Rate as the percentage of non-detected pedestrians,
FA the total amount of false alarms on the set, and the Average Precision Ratio
(AP) obtained from the Precision-Recall curve at the choose operational point.

Table 1 presents the results of the MOO system compared to the regular Cas-
cade of Boosted Classifiers C, and the ’fixed’ version Cfx. The results depicted
on table 1 of both versions of TrainCascade() function, exhibit that the ’fixed’
version has a better performance, and the implementation of the MOO system
shows a better performance than the classic implementation.

Table 1. Detection results using different systems.

GS06 (1,157 positives) GS54 (3,644 positives)
Detector CD Miss Rate FA AP CD Miss Rate FA AP

(%) (%)
C 790 31.7 160 67.8 2194 39.8 408 58.1

Cfx 836 27.7 354 70.5 2468 32.2 749 64.9

CMOO{qn,1, qn,5} 805 30.4 238 67.7 2308 36.6 471 60.5
CMOO{qn,1, qn−1,5} 812 29.8 323 68.1 2345 35.6 611 60.9
CMOO{qn,1, qn−2,5} 817 29.3 474 68.0 2389 34.4 775 61.4

Cfx
MOO{qn,1, qn,5} 852 26.3 460 71.7 2554 29.9 842 67.1

Cfx
MOO{qn,1, qn−1,5} 854 26.1 523 71.6 2570 29.4 907 67.3

Cfx
MOO{qn,1, qn−2,5} 854 26.1 562 71.5 2581 29.1 956 67.4
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As expected, MOO systems maximize the number of CD, minimizing the
Miss Rate, while the number of FA increase within acceptable values. For exam-
ple, Cfx

MOO{qn,1, qn−1,5} system increases the number of CD by 18 samples on the
GS06 dataset, and the FAs grows about 100, meaning one FA each 10 frames.
The advantage of the MOO system is better appreciated on the GS54 dataset,
while the FAs increase, again, by 100 samples, the system detect almost one hun-
dred additional pedestrians, representing 2.5 % in comparison with the classic
implementation. For detection systems, a greater number of CD is more signif-
icant as shown the highest values of AP. Thus, this combination can be choose
as the best for this application.

4 Conclusions

This article proposes a Multi-Objective Optimization System applied to pedes-
trian detection on outdoor scenes complexes with cluttered backgrounds. A pool
of classifiers is trained using different combination of positives datasets. Depend-
ing on the dynamic of the scene, different operational points corresponding to
locally non-dominated solutions of the Pareto Front are applied to improve the
system performance. The perspectives will be oriented to develop a methodology
to optimize the choose of the positive samples to train the pool of classifiers.
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